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Committee Chairs

Park West Camera Club
The Park West Camera Club is an independent not-forprofit corporation. Guests are always welcome at meetings and activities.
The Park West Camera Club newsletter, Photo Notes, is
published every month by and for the members of the
Park West Camera Club. Subscriptions are included
with Club membership. Yearly subscriptions are available to non-members by e-mail at no charge. Printed
issues are available at PWCC meetings.
Submissions of full-length articles or smaller items of
photographic or general interest are always accepted.
The staff of Photo Notes reserves the right to edit any
submissions which are published.
Deadline for submissions is the first Monday of each
month.
Photo Notes is optimized for viewing on the internet.
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President’s Message

chairs. Many thanks to our
esteemed guest speakers,
competition judges, workFriends, Romans, countryshop presenters, and those
men! Lend me your ears.
to come. As has been said a
Oops,… wrong speech.
million times before: “I
We are celebrating Park
couldn't have done it withWest Camera Club’s 80th Anout you!”
niversary this year, another
Hopefully, this issue will be
milestone in our illustrious
available for our 80th Anhistory. I joined the club in
niversary reception on May
late 2006 after meeting a
number of other members who care of model shoots and print- 8th so all our friends, guests
and Photo Notes readers can
also belonged to the NY Photo ing certificates. I might even
celebrate with us. I intend to
Safari Meetup group. It’s been enter images in the monthly
put on a nice spread for your
about five years since I became competitions!
enjoyment. Be there or wait
your leader, having traveled
Before I forget, I wish to
another 10 years!
the road from VP, acting Presi- thank everyone who has
dent, and now President. I can pitched in and helped the
understand how Chuck Pine,
Club, especially the Executive
our President Emeritus, felt
Committee and committee
after serving five years, then an
additional 10, and finally 16
Photo Notes
more years. It’s amazing how
time flies when you're having
Publisher:
Ed Lee
fun! And before you know it,
Editor:
Chuck Pine
we will be back to celebrate
our centennial.
Committee:
Will Aimesbury, Bill Apple, Elsa Blum,
I’ve agreed to remain PresMadeleine Barbara, Ann Broder, Meg Darnell, Ruth
ident for another year and then
Formanek, Gladys Hopkowitz, Hedy Klein, Paul Perkus,
I must step down and encourElena Pierpont, Helen Pine, Judy Rosenblatt, Puneet Sood
age some new blood for our
Club. After my recent heart atContributors: Bill Apple, Jay Bitkower, John Brengelman,
tack in late July, I’ve totally reCarole de Beer, Christine Doyle, Ruth Formanek, Paul
covered, lost weight, lowered
Grebanier, Myrna Harrision-Changar, Ed Lee, Sal Maci,
my blood pressure, and dropChuck Pine, Judy Rosenblatt and Marlene Schonbrun
ped my cholesterol by 100
Photo Notes is produced on a MacBook Pro
points. I feel 110%, like the “six
using iWork Pages and Adobe Photoshop.
million dollar man” of TV
fame. I need additional time to
All uncredited images are royalty-free clip art or otherwise
take care of my bucket list and
believed to be in the public domain.
other interests. Oh, I’ll still be
around, perhaps on the ExecuCredited images remain the sole property of their
tive Committee, or as a chair;
copyright holders—all rights reserved.
leading field trips; still taking

Ed
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Images of the Month
May 2017
by John Brengelman

PDI-of-the-Month
Winter Tree NYC by Hedy Klein

Honor PDIs
Palouse at Dawn by Madeleine Barbara
Cigarette Break by Jay Bitkower
Ducks in a Row by Jay Bitkower
Bee Hummingbird by Meg Darnell
Enchanted Forest by Donna Faiella
Cordoba Leaf by Julie Foehrenbach
Wink by Paul Grebanier
Hummingbird Sweet Nectar by Ed Lewit
Full Moon Drummer Circle by Sal Maci
Working It by Elena Pierpont
Good Smoke! by Chuck Pine
Balloon Over Cappadocia by Susan Rauch
Big Sur by Susan Rauch
Facing History by Larry Rubin
Shop Girl by Michael Schleiff
Birds Over Moon by Joan Slatkin
In the Shadows by Alice Somma
Into the Lightby Janet Susin
Waiting for a Shine by Janet Susin

I

Un
e
mag

ble
a
l
i
ava

© Hedy Klein

© Sarah Corbin

Print-of-the-Month
Horse Fight #2by Sarah Corbin

Honor Prints
The Ranch by Madeleine Barbara
E Train by John Brengelman
Wilkes Window Again by Sarah Corbin
Descent by Paul Grebanier
City Scape by Paul Grebanier
A Tree Perspective by Elena Pierpont
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Final Point Totals

PDIs

through May 2017
by John Brengelman

Prints
Dinorah Capota
Sarah Corbin
Paul Grebanier
George Hansen
Natalie Manzino
John Brengelman
Paula Paterniti
Alice Somma
Elena Pierpont
Oggy Doytchinov
Bill Apple
Madeleine Barbara
Hedy Klein
Larry Rubin
Marvin Fink
Sal Maci
Ed Lewit
Justine Carson
Will Aimesbury
Ann Broder
Anna Cortez
Meg Darnell
Susan Genaro
Jerry Vogel
Ruth Yashpan
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122
110
104
100
96
94
82
82
80
72
68
68
62
44
40
34
32
24
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Congratulations to our
winners and honorable
mentions!
Thanks to all who entered
and competed this month
and to all who helped
make the competition run
so smoothly.
And, a special thank-you
to our judge, Lauren
Piperno, for doing such a
wonderful job.
For the rest of us, there’s
always next year!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Natalie Manzino
George Hansen
Chuck Pine
Paul Grebanier
Hedy Klein
Carole de Beer
Julie Foehrenbach
Joan Slatkin
Madeleine Barbara
John Brengelman
Harriet Josephs
Janet Susin
Paula Paterniti
Elena Pierpont
Christine Doyle
Larry Rubin
Ed Lewit
Rita Russo
Larry Sapadin
Alice Somma
Jay Bitkower
Bill Apple
Michael Schleiff
Susan Rauch
Sal Maci
Marty Smith
Virginia Lawrence
Meg Darnell
Nicole Dosso
Ann Broder
Dinorah Capota
Karen Corrigan
Susan Genaro
Jerry Vogel
Justine Carson
Ruth Yashpan
Marilyn Fish-Glynn
Dottie Mills
Puneet Sood
Niv Gidron
Gordon Pellegrini
Anna Cortez
Donna Faiella
Marilyn Thypin
Will Aimesburt
Rain Bengis
Peter Houts
Brenda Popowitz
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116
108
106
100
98
96
92
90
86
86
86
86
82
82
80
80
76
70
60
78
76
68
66
64
60
56
44
42
38
32
32
30
28
28
26
24
20
18
18
16
16
14
12
12
10
8
8
8
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Otto Litzel Dinner
Now for the nitty, gritty details. The cost for this feast
Ta-da!
is a mere $40 per person—
Park West Camera Club
this includes the food and
proudly announces the details
the service fees (AKA gratufor our Annual Otto Litzel
ities). The only extras will
Memorial Year-End Dinner.
be bevande alcoliche (alcoThis year it will take place in
holic beverages), should you
Buca di Beppo, just a few paces will get you right there. Just
wish to imbibe.
off Times Square.
walk to West 45th Street and
The doors will open for
Buca di Beppo (Buca, as it
then head east, on the north/
is affectionately called) transuptown side of the street for a us at 6 p.m. so we can gather,
lates to ”Joe’s basement,” more few steps. Be sure to look up so socialize, and get started with
the cash bar. Please, do not aror less. The food at Buca is
you don’t miss the sign.
rive any earlier—you can alserved family style, with each
The menu for the evening
ways hang out in Times Square
item on large trays. You may
includes (remember, it’s not
and shoot the action there.
choose to eat whatever tickles either/or, it’s everything):
In addition to the food and
your fancy (or your tastebuds), • House bread will be served
drink, there will be other fesas much as you want, and in
upon arrival;
tivities as well. Award certifiwhat order you desire.
• Cash bar will be available
cates will be given to the winBy the way, the walls at
all night;
ners and runners-up of the
Buca are decorated with old
• Antipasti—bruschetta &
Year-End competition. Likephotos—a perfect setting for a
fried mozzarella;
wise the cumulative point
camera club, don’t you think? • Salad—mixed green salad
winners for the year will be
& apple gorgonzola salad;
• Pastas—spaghetti marinara recognized. And, PWCC president, Ed Lee, will give out
& baked rigatoni;
awards to the Executive Com• Entrées—salmon sorrento
mittee members, committee
& eggplant parmigiana;
chairs and co-chairs, an others.
• Side Dishes—green beans
Finally, the members of the
& Italian broccoli romano;
ExCom will be installed for the
• Desserts—tiramisu &
2017-18 season.
chocolate chip canoli;
And, don’t be too surprised
• Soft Drinks—unlimited
if there isn’t a trick or two up
soda, coffee, and tea.
someone’s
sleeve.
Buca is located at 1540
Come join us
Broadway, with the entrance
for this PWCC
on 45th Street, just east of
80th birthday
Broadway, on the second floor.
celebration. You
Getting to Buca di Beppo is
will be glad that
a snap. Any subway or bus
you did.
that passes near Times Square
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Year-End Competition

Expanding Visions 23

The Year-End Competition will
be held on June 5th. It is different from our monthly competitions: the rules of entry are different; the judging is different;
the rewards are, too.
Each Club member may
submit up to four prints and
four PDIs. But, and this is a big
but, all the submissions must
have been entered into one of
the monthly competitions held
this year (October through
May). It doesn’t matter if the
images were awarded honors
or got a ‘C’— they are eligible
for this competition. But, images may not be altered from
the way they were originally
entered. You can’t reprint a
print; you can’t spot out a
speck of dust; you can’t even
re-crop an image, even if the
judge said that would improve
the photo—it must be the original, unaltered image.
There will be three judges.
Each of the three will score
from one to nine points for
each image. The scores will be
added together and the total
will be announced immediately. Pictures can accumulate
anywhere from 3 to 27 points.
For each group of entries—
prints and PDIs—there will be
one winner (the Print- and
PDI-of-the-Year) plus at least
four runners-up.
Entry deadlines: PDI’s—
May 29th at 11:59 p.m.; Prints
—June 5th at 6:45 p.m.

Park West Camera Club’s
Expanding Visions photography class is being offered
this spring into summer. It is
open to all interested photographers. This will be the 23rd
consecutive year of Expanding Visions.
Expanding Visions 23 is a
marriage of a field trip class
with a class in photographic
seeing. This nine week class
(Thursday evenings, May
18th thru June 29th) will
open your mind to new ways
of looking at photographs,
subject matter, equipment,
and techniques. It will also
allow you to explore parts of
the City that you may not
want to explore on your own.
The format of the class is
simple: We start with an introductory session. We will
discuss equipment, techniques, and the specifics of
the course; a term project will
be assigned. For the next two
weeks we’ll go on field trips
and work on assignments.
The following session will
bring us back indoors where
we’ll share our photographs,
talk about our experiences,
and evaluate what and how
well we learned the assignments. We will also review
some of the Term Projects.
Two more weeks of trips and
assignments will be followed
by the final review.

May 2017
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This year we will be
shooting at destinations
ranging from the Upper West
Side to Coney Island in
Brooklyn, plus midtown and
downtown Manhattan areas.
There is a common theme
running through the assignments: Hand Held.
Not too complicated, is it?
Lots of fun and educational.
Most of all, it will expand
your vision in the photos you
take, the equipment you use,
and allow you to grow as a
photographer.
The photo instructor for
Expanding Visions 23, as has
been for all the previous E.V.
classes, is Chuck Pine.
The introductory session
and the two review classes
last for about two hours. The
four field trips/assignments
run for about an hour-and-ahalf or so.
The tuition for all seven
sessions is $60 or $15 per
week (up to $60). The class is
free to all PWCC members.
Cash or checks are accepted
for all payments—sorry,
credit cards are not accepted.
Please let us know if you
will be coming. Just drop us
an e-mail of your intentions
to <pwccny@aol.com>
See the next two pages.
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Workshop Nights

Flag Day

Every Month, more or less,
Park West has workshop
nights—one for prints, and
another for PDIs (projected
digital images). All Club members are welcome to attend.
The next print workshop is
slated for Wednesday evening,
May 17th at 7 p.m. at the Soho
studio of Nancy Sirkus. Register for this workshop with the
coordinator, Elsa Blum, at
<elsablum1@gmail.com> or
516-621-3215. You will be given
the address and details of the
workshop.
You may bring up to a
dozen prints to be viewed and
gently critiqued.

Flag day will be celebrated on
Wednesday, June 14th this
year. In honor of the holiday,
Photo Notes will be running a
special page (or two) featuring
photos of Old Glory, from 13
stars all the way up to the
present 50, taken by our current membership.
Go out and start shooting
now! Start searching through
your files! All published images will be chosen for their
content, creativity, and technical prowess.
Let’s see your best shots.
The deadline for submissions
is June 1st. Images should be
prepared as for our monthly
competitions —1,400 X 1,050
pixels at 72 ppi.

The next scheduled PDI
workshop will be held in the
fall, date to be announced, at
the home of Chuck and Helen
Pine (680 West End Avenue at
93rd Street, apartment 5D). No
reservations are needed. You
may start arriving at 6:30 p.m.
so your images can be loaded
into the computer.
You may bring up to five
digital files for the group to
view and then gently critique.
Some images will then be chosen for demonstrations using
Photoshop or other digital
editing software.
These workshops are a
great way to improve your
photography and to prepare
your images for the next Club
competition.

May 2017
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Be Creative
Photographers often tend to
focus on subject matter, but
lose sight of the bigger image
concept. Ask yourself, why
am I taking this picture?
An important aspect to
consider is what mood or
feeling is present in the
scene. Is it the joy of a child
playing in the street? Or,
maybe it’s an intimate moment between a female grizzly and her cub.
Trying to capture mood
and emotion will steer your
photography in new creative
directions. Powerful emotions always tug at the heart
of a viewer and make for
compelling photographs.
Why not give it a shot?
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PWCC 2016-2017 Schedule
September
4
Chuck Pine Picnic
5
Labor Day
12
Welcome Back
19
Guest Speaker (Bill Wadman)
26
Business Meeting #1
October
3
Rosh Hashanah (no meeting)
10
Columbus Day/Weekend Trip
17
Competition #1 (Erica McDonald)
24
Guest Speaker (John Milisenda)
27
PDI Workshop
31
Scary Things Scavenger Hunt
& Halloween Party
November
7
Competition #2 (Jim Cummins)
14
Portfolio Night
15
Print Workshop
21
Guest Speaker (Rivka & Moshe Katvan)
28
Business Meeting #2
December
5
Competition #3 (Bill Wadman)
12
Guest Speaker (Lois Youmans)
15
PDI Workshop
19
Holiday Party
26
Winter Holiday
January
2
Winter Holiday
9
Competition #4 (Sandra Carrion)
11
Print Workshop
16
MLKing Day/(Ron Haviv)
23
Workshop
30
Members Free-4-All

March
6
Before & After
13
Competition #6 (Antonio Rosario)
20
Guest Speaker (Tequila Minsky)
27
Business Meeting #3
April
3
10
17
24

Competition #7 (Nir Arieli)
Passover (no meeting)
Guest Speaker (Allan Markman)
Workshop Night (Katrin Eismann)

May
1
8
15
17
18
22
25
26-29
29

Competition #8
Gallery Reception
Guest Speaker
Print Workshop
Expanding Visions 23
Business Meeting #4
Expanding Visions 23
Weekend Field Trip
Memorial Day (No Meeting)

June
1
5
8
12
15
19
22
29

Expanding Visions 23
Year-End Competition
Expanding Visions 23
Otto Litzel Dinner
Expanding Visions 23
ExCom Planning Meeting
Expanding Visions 23
Expanding Visions 23

Field trips, classes, additional workshops,
and the 2017 summer schedule will be published as the information becomes available.

February
6
Competition #5 (Ellen Denuto)
13
Portfolio Night
20
Guest Speaker (Erica McDonald)
27
Theme Night—Think Warm

May 2017
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Competition Rotation

Committee Liaisons

The members of the Club voted to go back to alternating the
order of the prints and PDIs in
our eight monthly and the
year-end competitions. Here’s
the schedule for the rest of the
year :

The Executive Committee
(ExCom) has decided to continue for this coming year
with the committee liaison
model to spread the responsibility among the entire Executive Committee.
Here’s how it’ll work.
Each of the ExCom members (the five elected officers
plus the President Emeritus)
will be assigned committees
as liaison. Each committee
chair or co-chair will report
to the ExCom through this
liaison. In this manner, it is
felt that communication will
flow much more smoothly,
in both directions, between
the committees. In addition,
any concerns raised by the
ExCom will be passed along
to the committee chairs
through the liaisons.
Here are the committee
liaison assignments for the
2016-2017 Club year:

Month
Year-End
October
November
December

First Shown
PDIs
Prints
PDIs
Prints

In Memory
Jason Perline, a former
long-time PWCC member,
passed away in early April
at the age of 89.
Jason grew up in Brooklyn. As a teenager, he was a
Golden Gloves boxer; he
joined the Merchant
Marines following WWII;
and even played trumpet in
the Catskills Borscht Belt.
Jason’s company, Van
Wagner Signs, owned and
operated nearly 85% of the
signage in Times Square.
He was also a founding
member of the New York
ALS Association and a
board member of the
Broadway Association.
Jason is survived by his
wife, Florence (also a former PWCC member), a
brother, three children, two
step-children, and fourteen
grandchildren

May 2017

Photo Notes Deadlines
Issue

Deadline

Summer 2017
September 2017
October 2017
November 2017
December 2017

June 5
Aug. 21
Oct. 2
Nov. 6
Dec. 4

The sooner articles and
items are submitted to Photo
Notes, the quicker the editing
and revision process can begin.
Competition scores and cumulative points are submitted as
soon after the competitions as
possible, usually one to three
days following the submission
deadline. The draft copy of
Photo Notes will be sent to the
editorial staff as soon as possible once all items are in place.
The staff will then have two to
three days to edit and return
their comments.
Once the Photo Notes issue
is complete, it is sent to the entire membership and the guest
mailing list. The Website
Committee also receives a copy
to be posted online.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Archives Maria Fernandez
Competition Mike Schleiff
Field Trip
Chuck Pine
Gallery
Helen Pine
House
Christine Doyle
Membership Helen Pine
Newsletter
Chuck Pine
Program Christine Doyle
Social
Ed Lee
Website
Mike Schleiff
Workshop
Ed Lee
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PWCC’s Yahoo Group

PWCC Flickr Group
by Paul Grebanier

Do you have an idea to go out shooting but
don’t want to go alone? Have a question about
Photoshop, or your camera, or some technique,
but don’t have someone to ask? Know of a
great photo op or workshop that you’d like to
share with your fellow Club members? What
are you to do?
Ta Da! The Club’s Yahoo group is the answer to your questions. You can communicate
with other PWCC members about these and
more. All you have to do is sign up for the
group. It’s easy and it’s free.
All you have to do is send an e-mail to the
Club at <pwccny@aol.com>We will respond
with an e-mail from the group website, and…
you’re in.
If you have a (free) Yahoo e-mail account
you can go to the group site. There you can see
all prior e-mails, post pictures, post links to
other websites of interest, and more. If you
don’t have a Yahoo account, you can only send
and receive e-mails.

We belong!

May 2017

Did you know that there is a way for PWCC
members to share their pictures with other
members and the world? Probably not! Eight
years ago, a “Park West Camera Club” Group
was set-up on the “flickr” picture sharing and
social networking site, just for such a purpose.
Unfortunately, the idea never really caught on
at that time. The weeds of neglect and disrepair
have overgrown the site. But the structure is
still there—awaiting rehabilitation.
What a waste!

When we go on field trips and attend other
PWCC events and take pictures, how do we
easily share them? We don’t! How do we get
feedback on these images? We can’t! The Solution? Join our flickr group with many other
members, and actively add to and comment on
the images to be viewed there.
For those who are not flickr members already, you should know that the site allows
members to store and share their pics with millions of other members throughout the world–
and also with non-members. Uploading pictures and making comments is easy. Groups of
images and people that share an affinity are
also easily created and can be shared by anyone. The site is free to join. But if you really become an active member, showing over 200 pics,
full membership costs $25 a year.
To view the Park West Camera Club Group
site, go to <www.flickr.com/groups/pwcc>
To join flickr so you can add pics to the
group, and also to make and receive comments,
go to <www.flickr.com> or click on the “join
group” button shown on the Group front page.
Hope to see you there soon!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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PWCC Website-Update
by Christine Doyle
●
Park West Camera Club has
a website that is interactive
and very user-friendly.
By creating an account
and signing on to the website, members will be able to
create and update their own
personal galleries and share
their work. (BTW, you can
create multiple galleries if
you like.)
The gallery template
comes with privacy settings
that you control.
We encourage members to
take advantage of this feature and to make their galleries Public so that visitors to the website can see
the great work that our
members are doing, in addition to the monthly competition winners and honors images.
All members are encouraged to join the website. The
website contains links to
videos on a variety of topics
that will help guide you
through many of these processes. Here are some detailed instructions on how to
get started:
To Create Your Account:
● Enter into your browser
the following address:
<www.parkwestcameraclub.org/default.aspx>
● On the home page, press
the Login button in the

May 2017

●

●

●

●

●

upper right hand corner
(below the PWCC logo).
On the login page, scroll
down to the bottom. You
will see a box marked
Membership Information
and Membership Request.
Press the Membership Information button.
On the next page, press
the Create a new User Account and Request Membership button.
Scroll down to the box
marked Login Name. Enter your email address as
your login name. Press
Next.
On the next page you
will be asked to create a
password and reminder
question for that password. Please do so.
On the next page you
will be asked for some
personal information.
You only need to fill in
the lines where required is
indicated.
A request will be sent to
the webmaster to approve your request. The
webmaster will approve
the request and a message will be sent back to
you that you can access
the website as a member.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

To Upload Images to Your
Image Library:
● After you log in, click on
the My Account tab and
select My Image Library.
● Scroll down and press the
Upload Images button.
● Scroll down and press the
Select button. This will
open your hard drive.
● Select images to be added
from your hard drive.
(Multiple images can be
added at the same time
by pressing multiple
files.)
● Press Open in your hard
drive window. This will
begin loading your images.
● After your images are uploaded press Save Images
and Proceed to Edit Page
button.
● At the Edit Page you can
make changes to your
image titles. When done,
press Save any changes and
return to the original page.
You can now go to your
Gallery and upload your
images.
To Create a Member Gallery:
● After you log in, click on
the My Account tab and
select My Galleries.
● Scroll down to Member’s
Galleries and press the
Add New Gallery button
(on the right).
● An online form will
open. Here you can customize your gallery, by

16
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•

adding a Title or Description, or adjusting additional settings, such as—
✦ Gallery Visibility
(Private, Organization
Access or Public)
✦ Transition (set how
the images will move)
✦ Options on what to
display (Image Title,
Author, Captions,
Thumbnails, etc.)
● Press the Update Gallery
Options button to save
your settings and preferences. You can now add
images to your gallery.
● The website has a section
for images taken during
PWCC field trips (PWCC
Club Outings). Galleries
for field trip images are
created in the same way
as member galleries.
To Add Images to Your
Gallery:
● After you log in or after
uploading images to
your Image Library, open
the gallery where you
want to display them.
● Press the Edit and Upload
Images button (on the
right), then at the next
page press either Display
Recent Uploads or Display
All Images (depending on
how recently the images
were uploaded).
● When you end selecting
images for your gallery,
press the Finished Marking Desired Images button.
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● This will take you to your
gallery page, where you
can change the order of
the images by clicking
and dragging. When finished reordering, press
the Save updates to image
order button.
Here is an alternative way to
add images to your gallery:
● After you log in, open the
gallery you want to upload images to.
● Press the Edit and Upload
Images button (on the
right), at the next page,
press the Upload Images
Into This Gallery button.
● Scroll down and press
the Select button (bottom
left). Your hard drive library will open.
● Select images to be added
from your hard drive.
(Multiple images can be
added by selecting multiple files.)
● Press Open in your hard
drive window. This will
begin loading the images.
● After your images are
uploaded press the Save
Images and Proceed to Edit
Page button.
● At the Edit New Images in
Gallery page, you can review and edit the image
titles. When done, press
the Save any changes and
return to original page button.
● This will take you to your
gallery page where you
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can change the order of
the images by clicking
and dragging. When
done, press Save updates
to image order button.

Be Creative
When you’re photographing a subject, ask yourself,
what are the strong graphic
elements I want to really
highlight?
Take, for instance, a
beautiful grove of redwood
trees in Yosemite. The trees
are huge, the bark is deeply
furrowed, and the texture is
gritty. The left-brained photographer will try to show
the entire tree in his or her
image. But what’s really interesting may just be the
texture of the bark on the
tree trunks.
You don’t have to show
the whole subject, just include what’s visually the
most interesting.
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Member Bios
Larry Rubin
by Marlene Schonbrun
Larry found our Club
through a neighbor who was
a member of the Club last
year. Although never involved in a camera club before, he was interested and
involved in photography
since college when he
worked as a copy writer at a
photo agency. Part of his
work got him to work with
photographers, and it rubbed off on him. Looking at
photos, discussing with photographers how to make

beautiful and impactful photos, and writing the text to
accompany magazine photo
stories provided him with an
important learning experience. Some years later, Larry
had a darkroom in his home,
and he described how time
just stood still while he was
in there. I could certainly relate to that sense of timelessness, as I experienced the
same phenomenon.
Today, Larry is most
interested in travel photog-
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raphy because the idea of
seeing and learning about
different cultures and their
customs holds a deep fascination. His most recent exhibit of his trip to Ethiopia
definitely shows this. He has
shown some of these images
in the monthly competitions,
and they reveal a realistic
vision of life there.
Larry uses a full frame
camera, the Nikon D750,
with many lenses. He’s used
mostly available light in the
past, but recently purchased
an external flash for when
there just isn’t enough light.
He works with Lightroom
and Photoshop and hopes to
become more proficient with
each over time.
When asked the question
about which photographers
inspired him, Larry responded that many that helped
shape the kind of work he’d
like to emulate. For example,
a favorite is Roman Vishniac,
who was well known for
capturing Jewish life in Eastern Europe in the mid-1930s,
—recording the lives of a
people whose world tragically vanished with the rise of
Nazism.
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Other familiar photographers were Ansel Adams,
Edward Weston, and National Geographic photographer Ami Vitale, with whom
Larry worked in Ethiopia.
I’m familiar with Ami as I
attended a workshop in New
York featuring her as a guest
speaker. Larry also admires
Angela Fischer and Carol
Beckwith, who have been
photographing African cultures and ceremonies for
over 15 years. Since I hadn’t
seen their work before, I
went to their website and
was truly impressed. I could
see why Larry is drawn to
their work.
Larry is already enjoying
many of the benefits of
membership in that he attends many of the meetings
and participates in the
monthly competitions. (And,
I hope he’ll be writing some
of these bios in the future.)
In the year since joining,
Larry’s been very impressed
with the work of fellow
members, and appreciates
being part of a community
of like-minded, passionate
photographers. He hopes to
learn from and improve his
technical skills as well as to
develop a unique eye to capture the world around him.
I’m confident that he will accomplish whatever goals he
sets for himself.
Welcome to Park West,
Larry!
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Justine Carson
by Carole de Beer
Justine is an avid wildlife
photographer whose love of
nature is paralleled by her
concern that it be protected
from interference by man.

While coming from Danbury, Connecticut, nicknamed the ”Hat City,” and
considered part of the New
York metropolitan area,
growing up on a lake had
much more of an influence
on Justine. Her childhood
memories are replete with
swimming and boating,
birds, and the influence of
the changing seasons.
New York City was Justine’s next stop, earning a
Bachelors degree in literature
at Barnard. She went on to
receive a Masters in Library
Science at Columbia with a
specialty in managing metadata, a way of attaching data
so that it can be searched at a
later date (much like we do
with our photography).
Work took Justine, and
her husband Lloyd, to the
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west coast, California specifically. They eventually settled
in Half Moon Bay, a city approximately 28 miles south
of San Francisco, located between forested hills and
some of the most beautiful
coastlines that California has
to offer. There she raised her
family and rose to be Executive Director, Metadata and
Standards and Services at
Gale, a part of the Cengage
Learning Company. The environment at Gale grew her
love of nature and its creatures and especially the numerous birds in the surrounding area (egrets,
plovers and sandpipers), and
she began using the camera
to record her experiences.
Retirement allowed Justine the freedom to lavish
her time combining her love
of travel and photography.
She has traveled extensively
in East and Southern Africa
(Tanzania, Kenya, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, and Botswana),
Iceland, and in the states of
Florida, Alaska, and the
Southwest. One of the most
memorable trips she took
was to Antarctica, South
Georgia, and the Falkland
Islands. Her impressions of
places so beautiful, isolated,
and relatively untouched by
civilization was so moving
she felt the need to capture it
in a book, Homage to the
Southern Ocean (Blurb). The
tours she finds most satisfy-
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ing are run by Cheeseman’s
Ecology Safaris and Rod
Planck’s Nature Tours since
their sensibilities most match
her own.
See more of Justine’s photos at her website and blog at
<www.justinecarson.com> and
<www.justinecarson.com/blog>

Justine found us on the
Internet and was impressed
by the quality of our photos.
She had been a part of a photography club while in California and enjoyed sharing
her experiences and learning
from others. It also serves as
a diversion from her new
status as Grandma.
A Nikon user, Justine was
lured by the advantages of
the mirrorless and recently
purchased a Fuji XT-2. She
processes her photos in
Lightroom, but as a naturalist her work is pretty much
done in camera. Her first
competition garnered her an
A , three A’s with honors and
almost Image of the month.
We look forward to seeing
her apply her considerable
skills to the caverns, ravines,
and inhabitants of the metropolitan area.
Welcome to Park West,
Justine!
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by Jay Bitkower
Puneet came to the U.S. in
1998 from India. He is now
working for Google and living with his wife and 6-year
old son in Jersey City.

Although Puneet was
first exposed to photography
by his father, who shot
memorable family images,
he didn’t buy his first serious
camera (a Nikon SLR) until
after his arrival in the States.
On moving to the New York
metro area in 2005, he actively took pictures around the
city. He took a break from
photography in 2009 and is
looking to get more involved
with photography since late
last year. He joined the Club
in January of this year, encouraged by Ed and Chuck
at a Meetup.
Puneet now uses a Nikon
D 610, which he wants to
supplement with a point-and
-shoot, maybe a Sony RX
100? This interview was con-
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ducted just before Katrin
Eismann’s talk at our April
24th meeting, so Puneet, like
others in the Club, is probably sold on the Sony camera
by now.
Puneet generally uses his
24-85 mm lens, which came
with the camera, to shoot his
preferred themes: streetscapes and buildings, as well
as family and travel pictures.
He first entered the Club’s
PDI competition in April and
immediately earned honors
with a shot of his son peering through the back of a
red, plastic chair.
When asked which photographers have inspired
him, Puneet mentioned Henri Cartier-Bresson as well as
the photograph that inspired
Bresson, Three Boys at Lake
Tanganyika, shot by the Hungarian photographer Martin
Munkácsi in 1929. When
Bresson saw the photograph
he said: ”I suddenly understood that photography can
fix eternity in a moment.”
Puneet also mentioned Sebastião Salgado—he has
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high standards.
Puneet joined the Website
Committee with the intention of making the Club’s
website more useful and
user friendly, e.g., making it
easier to upload photos. He
would also like to start a forum where members can
post questions and have
them answered by other
members.
Puneet is from the
younger generation, at least
by PWCC standards, those
for whom quick responses
are expected. In that regard,
he volunteered (to me) to
work with our projector
team to enable easier setup
of the slide shows. We
should take advantage of the
skill set of this bright, young,
Google software engineer.
Welcome to the Club,
Puneet!

Tripod Tip
The main disadvantage of a
tripod is that it slows you
down. It takes time to set it up
during which the subject can
move and you lose the shot.
The main advantage of a
tripod is that it slows you
down. You have time to see the
garbage in the foreground, or
the branch at the side of the
frame and you have time to fix
the image, before you take
your shot.
Your choice!
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Depth of Field
By Bill Apple
By the Numbers
It never occurred to me that
numbers had anything to do
with art—until I saw my mom
take on a paint-by-numbers
kit.
She sat patiently several
evenings, her steady hand filling patches traced on canvas,
keyed numerically to the set’s
oils. Voilà: an Old Masters
painting that looked pretty
good.
Numbers still mix with
“art,” and with other things,
only today we’re likely dealing
in computerized algorithms:
formulas and human-like rules
for thinking that can turn information “inputs”—numbers—into compelling results
in many fields.
In medicine, for example,
systems weigh a patient’s
symptoms, then diagnose him
or her, something like a seasoned GP. On Wall Street,
software tracks markets and
determines the millisecond
when to buy or dump stock.
And in photography?
You’ve already seen sophistication in camera firmware, features till recently unimaginable, for capturing the trickiest
scenes, focus tracking and
more. And in post-processing:
Photoshop’s Content Aware
tools—pure magic.
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Naturally, when photography sites reported last month
on Everypixel, a high-tech
startup, my eyes widened. It
was their algorithm.
Photo District News’s
headline (PDNonline): “A Portfolio Review Via Neural Network.” Huh??? PetaPixel:
“Everypixel Aesthetics Uses AI
to Rate Your Photo’s Awesomeness.” AI, artificial intelligence.
What Everypixel has created—“beta” software for now—
is an algorithm to grade and
organize stock photos, like an
agency or photo editor. Reportedly, the system employs
its own brand of aesthetic
judgment, having benefitted
from training on around onemillion photographs. Their
mission statement:
“Most stock images are
pretty bad, that’s why it takes
time and patience to find a
good one. To change things
we’ve [melded] . . . an imagesearch engine and a special
aesthetic filter. Everypixel aggregates stock images from . . .
top microstock agencies and
uses neural networks to filter
dated and cheesy content.”
I love that, cheesy.
The company CEO boasts a
decade-long track record in
stock-image businesses. Eventually, the site will probably be
monetized, with a cut from
pictures they help move. They
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aim to make it simple to search
and sell, one-stop shopping.
I could not resist Everypixel’s challenge to try its demo:
You click “Aesthetics” (upper
right on the <www.everypixel.com> home page) for a
screen where you can drag and
drop a photo for instant, computerized evaluation on “awesomeness,” 0 to 100%. That’s
“awesomeness” as a good stock
photo, not exactly what galleries, magazines or newspapers may look for. Curiously,
for instance, I came across a
blog thread about one Ansel
Adams image that scored under 12% on Everypixel. Could
Adams be only 12% awesome?
Nah. (See “Awesome Ansel?”
on next page.)
Everypixel is really a very
savvy black box, working off
secret criteria (the site warns
against trying to “reverse engineer” it). Its best bonus: it
parses images for content, automatically generating keywords, a boon to anyone’s personal photo database. And it
does a pretty good job on content too. It “knows” men from
women, children from grownups, indoors from outdoors,
city from country, people pictures from no-people pictures,
and a whole lot more.
One caution: submitting
photos anywhere may mean
losing them or their rights. Just
a fact of Internet life. Every-
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Awesome Ansel? In screen grab from Everypixel.com, Ansel Adams’ “The Tetons and the
Snake River” (1942) scored low on “awesomeness.” Can that be? Keywords generated were on
target, however: Mountain, Nature, Landscape, Scenics, River, Sky, Water, Reflection, Forest. For
larger image, visit http://tinyurl.com/k8t65jy.
pixel does offer the usual legal
mumbo jumbo, but who really
knows?
The site and developers are
located 330 miles east of Moscow in Chelyabinsk, Russia,.
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Complicating this picture,
back-office operations are in
Hong Kong. Should something
untoward occur—I’m not saying it will—that’s awfully far.
Forgive my paranoia: I’m just a
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Cold War baby, schooled in
take-cover drills under little
desks.
That aside, how well does
Everypixel perform on work
other than Ansel Adams’? To
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Awesome Rules! Both images garnered Awesome scores in the 90s (the Apple Store’s glass
staircase, left, earned 99.8% from Everypixel). In competition, however, the Stairs merited only
a B, and the Mesh Chairs, right, only a C. Keywords the algorithm assigned were mostly on the
mark. For Stairs keywords included: Staircase, Modern, Architecture, Steps, and Indoors (but
also Escalator!). For Mesh Chairs keywords included: Chair, Table, Restaurant, Cafe, No People,
Outdoors, Furniture, and Empty. Photos © Bill Apple 2017.
check, I submitted my 26 images from seven Club competitions this season, October
through April, to see how the
site’s scoring would jibe with
our judges’.
Everypixel's results: all
over the place, and more often
than not not agreeing with our
judges’ A-B-C grades. The best
agreement was on my photos
that earned A’s or higher—
they uniformly earned high
awesome marks; the worst, for
my B and C pictures. On my B
images, for instance, “awesomeness” ranged from the
20’s to nearly 100%; for one of
my C images, awesomeness
broke the 90%-mark, and another nearly did. (See “Reality
Check” on the previous page.)
For statistics mavens, the
correlation between judges’
and Everypixel scores was just
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0.47 for my work: respectable
agreement, but far from perfect. (A perfect correlation—1.00
—means you can use one
score, the judge’s or the machine’s, to predict or calculate
the other accurately. Here, the
two sets of scores just didn't
line up so well.)
One weakness in my test
drive? I was pitting seven different human judges against
one machine, each judge with
idiosyncratic standards. But
what the hell?
My best awesomeness,
99.8%, was awarded to an image of a glass stairway at the
Lincoln Center-area Apple
Store, an image the judge rated
only B (see “Awesome Rules!”
above). One C image achieved
awesomeness of 92.5% (meshbacked chairs at an outdoor
cafe).
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One peculiarity I discovered: Everypixel cannot factor
humor or satire into a shot.
Humorless computers. Two
cases in point: a cafe with a
pair of doggy water-bowls outside, labeled “Decaf” and
“Regular” (Judge’s grade B,
88% Awesome); and a lamppost with seven No Parking
signs posted, one for each day
of the week (Judge’s grade AHonors, 82% Awesome). But
humor or sarcasm is a tall order, for kids, foreigners and,
apparently, computers. Maybe
in version 2.0? (See “Awesome
Humor?” on next page.)
A picture is worth a thousand words, they say. If Everypixel can accurately tag digital
images with a fitting and incisive roster of keywords, that
feature—and not its awesomeness scoring—could well be its
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strongest suit for photographers. With gazillions of uncategorized digital images on
bulging hard drives everywhere, who couldn’t use help
organizing those pixels?

Birds in Flight
Shooting flying birds used to
be a real challenge. Not so
much nowadays, what with
autofocus, autoexposure,
auto just-about-everything
cameras. And, to help you
along, here are a few tips to
get you started in this exciting genre of photography…
Shoot at the fastest shutter speed possible. Crank up
the ISO to the highest setting, but not so high that
noise becomes a problem.
Use the camera’s follow
focus and continuous focus
modes to keep the bird sharp
as you pan across the sky.
Use the camera’s burst/
continuous shooting mode
set to its highest setting to
get the most opportunities to
get the perfect image.
Birds are aware of their
surroundings. Don’t make
any sudden moves or loud
noises. Wear subdued
clothes such as a camouflage
jacket or earthy colors.
Most of all, get out there
and keep shooting. Practice
makes perfect!
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Awesome Humor? No Parking (left) earned A-Honors in
competition, but rated only 82% on Everypixel’s Awesomeness.
The algorithm apparently found no humor in the signage, but
got keywords mostly right: Street, Sign, Manhattan, Sidewalk.
Doggy Cafe (right) earned a B at the Club and Awesomeness of
88% online. Its computer-generated keywords were fitting, too:
Blackboard, Restaurant, Cafe, Old-Fashioned. No mention,
however, of those doggy water bowls, labeled “Decaf” and
“Regular.” Photos © Bill Apple 2017.

Wingspan
©2017 Chuck Pine
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ion shots, still lifes, portraits,
by Ruth Formanek and photo essays. At various
and Judy Rosenblatt times he also took on advertising clients and personal
Irving Penn Centennial; Metprojects. His first Vogue cover
ropolitan Museum of Art, 1000 came out in October, 1943.
Fifth Avenue; through July 30
by Judy
Perhaps like other Club members, I was always vaguely
aware of Irving Penn, the
Vogue Magazine fashion photographer—until I saw a
gallery show of his work a few
years ago and realized that he
was a true master of the art. So
I was eager to see this comprehensive exhibit of his work,
which more than confirmed
that realization. For those not
familiar with Penn’s work, this
exhibit will be an eye-opener!
Irving Penn was born in
1917 in Plainfield, New Jersey,
to a family of Russian-Jewish
background. From 1934 to 1938
he studied at the Philadelphia
Museum School of Industrial
Art. There, his mentor was
Alexey Brodovitch, a Russianborn graphic designer who
opened his students’ eyes to
European influences and encouraged them to be daring.
When Penn abandoned his
aspiration to be a painter,
Brodovitch supported his turn
to photography. Penn’s career
really took off when he was
offered a job at Vogue by its art
director, Alexander Liberman.
He remained with Vogue for six
decades, creating covers, fash-

© Irving Penn
In 1950 Penn married the
beautiful Swedish model, Lisa
Fonssagrives, with whom he
created memorable fashion
images.
The exhibit follows Penn’s
long career chronologically as
you wander through a series of
comfortably small galleries. I
felt its organization to be very
satisfying; you are never
overwhelmed or confused. It
begins with an encased Rolleiflex, his camera of choice, as
adapted
for his
own
use.
Then
come
his
early

days at Vogue: still lifes of food
and everyday objects, meticulously arranged on white
backdrops to look carelessly
scattered; celebrity portraits;
the covers; the fashion shots. It
was here that he established
his lifelong preference for the
studio setting, which stripped
away all nonessentials and allowed him to bring out the
drama inherent in the subject
and clothing. His simple backdrop was often textured just
enough to allow a play of light,
enhancing sumptuous shapes
and silhouettes. Never a fashion buff myself, I was nevertheless entranced by his fashion images, which often suggest a hidden story.

© Irving Penn
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Gallery Watching

For his celebrity portraits,
Penn created a sharply angled
corner for his subjects to inhabit by placing together two studio flats. Penn felt this somehow soothed them and gave
them “something to push
against.” Here we meet a dour

© Irving Penn
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Marcel Duchamp puffing on a
pipe, and the fighter Joe Lewis
forming a tense triangle of outstretched arms and legs. Early
on, Penn learned how to draw
in and captivate his viewers.
by Ruth
This isn’t a review but a reaction to the rich world of Irving
Penn. Like Judy, I found the
Met’s exhibit fascinating and
exhilarating. But unlike Judy, I
couldn’t relate to Penn’s famous Vogue photographs.
Fashion leaves me cold and I
was happy when, after 1960,
women decided to dress more
simply (was it not the time of
the bra burners?), and to forgo
the elaborate and expensive
clothes pushed by magazines
like Vogue. Yet Vogue was good
to Irving Penn who worked
there for many decades, used
Vogue’s undoubtedly top-ofthe-line equipment, made a
good living, and was mentored
by Alexander Liberman. Could
an aspiring photographer ask
for more?
Penn’s portfolios that did
speak to me strongly reminded
me of the work of August
Sander. Other influences seem
to be earlier portrait painters.
Penn got interested in tradesmen in several Western countries and the US, had them
wear the clothes and tools of
their trade: Pastry chefs in
white aprons and toques hold
rolling pins; a fishmonger carries a fish in one hand and a
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© Irving Penn
rag in the other; the series includes a chimney sweep, balloon seller, sewer cleaner. Like
with all of his work, he photographed with his specially
adapted Rolleiflex in a studio,
with a dirty-white backdrop.
Penn traveled to Peru, New
Guinea, Mexico, Morocco, and
other places where he staged
his subjects, who never seem
staged but perfectly natural.
As a perfectionist, he couldn’t
do snapshots but used a large
tent with windows as a portable studio.

photos in platinum. This laborintensive process produces a
subtle tonality and is among
the most permanent of photographic processes. While
known for his glamorous
models’ images printed mostly
in silver gelatin, Penn acknowledged the reality of decay, focusing on cigarette butts
and other sidewalk garbage.
One can view Penn’s use of
platinum printing of his found
garbage as aestheticizing,
however. In the view of this
former platinum printer,
gelatin silver would have been
more appropriate, with higher
contrast, printed on, remember(?), number 4 paper. Plat-

© Irving Penn

© Irving Penn
In the 1960s, Penn taught
himself to print his own earlier
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inum printing of cigarette butts
removes their ugliness.
By all means, take a few
hours to see this exhibit. You
will never see a more inspiring
one. If you have no time to visit it, buy the Met’s excellent
catalogue for $70.
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Chester Higgins Jr.: Passing
Through; Sugar Hill Children’s
Museum of Art and Storytelling, 898 St. Nicholas Avenue (at 155th St.); ThursdaySunday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., thru
August 27
by Judy
Many Club members will remember Chester Higgins’ recent presentation of his spiritual quest to access the unseen
through photography—a quest
that has taken him to many
countries, starting with
Ethiopia in 1971. His post as
staff photographer for the NY
Times for forty years didn’t
stop him from pursuing his
passion: studying and documenting the religious life of the
African diaspora. This exhibit
beautifully illuminates the museum’s theme of the year: What
does it mean to be part of a global
family?

© Chester Higgins
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This exhibit consists of
black-and-white photographs,
about 16” x 20”, of religious
rites the world over, sprinkled
with local street scenes and
wonderful close-up portraits.
A huge blowup of the face of
a young Ghanaian girl, looking straight at us, anchors the
exhibit, which covers work
from 1969 to 2002.

© Chester Higgins
Higgins gains the trust of
his subjects by offering the
immediate gift of a Polariod
and then explaining his mission, which he sees as a collaboration with them. The results
are clear to see, as in “The
Door,” a portrait of an elderly
Cuban woman framed on one
side by her door. She seems
totally relaxed, looking down,
half smiling, perhaps lost in
thought.
Higgins often finds striking
ways to frame his subjects: we
see a Harlem street game as if
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© Chester Higgins
peeking through two car fenders that loom in the upper corners of the print. In “Audience
With the Chief,” in Suriname,
the subjects themselves frame
the scene, the supplicant on the
left and the chieftain reclining
on the right. Between them
stands a lineup of young people, perhaps other supplicants
waiting their turn.
My short subway ride uptown was worthwhile not only
because of this fine exhibit, but
also because it introduced me
to an impressive new museum
and valuable community resource. The museum mines its
exhibits, as it has this one, to
create children’s events, such
as storytelling sessions. It also
provides studio space for creative art play. I heartily recommend a visit here, with or
without a child in hand.
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PhotoWordJumble
by Sal Maci
Unscramble these four scrambled words, one letter to each
square, to form words pertaining to photography.

Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer suggested
by the clue.

Last month’s answers: sTocK; IpHoNe; WEDding; ABstraCt; LaanscApe
Surprise answer: BLACK AND WHITE

Space Filling Panorama
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Osprey in Flight ©2017 Chuck Pine
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Blowin’ in the Wind
The answer, my friend is… You
know that Dylan song, don’t
you? This article is not about
Nobel prize-winning Bob Dylan, nor is it about folk songs
in general. It is about using
wind to imply motion is your
portrait photography.

a cord that made some huge
leaves sway back and forth
creating a cooling breeze. Just
think of a modern version—
sort of a cross between the
leaves and a Chinese folding
fan. In this version, though
your assistant would be waving a piece of cardboard, or
the like, to create the wind.

• The next
method
A sense of movement can
uses a
make for dynamic and exciting
handstill portraits. Unfortunately,
held, pismany photographers work in a
tolsmall indoor space where
shaped
movement isn’t a possibility.
hair dryer.
One way of creating the
If you’ve ever used one, you
feeling of movement in an imknow it creates a strong air
age, while keeping a model
current—but it must be held
perfectly in place, is using
near the subject. It also re“wind.” [Please note, the modquires the use of an assistant.
el must have longish hair or be
Oh, well.
wearing a flimsy scarf, or the
like.] You could open a few
Both of the above can be
windows during a hurricane to used without the help of ancreate a cross breeze. But there other person. You’ll need to
are less dangerous ways to
mount your camera on a tripod
achieve the desired motion.
and use a wireless remote
Here are a few things you
shutter trigger in one hand,
could try:
while in the other hand, the
• Remember those old movies
of the South Pacific. There
was always a servant pulling
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trolled and consistent breeze.
Most are small enough to be
moved around
for the best
effect. Many
also have
speed controls which
can be used
to your advantage. Ceiling fans may
also be used,
but you cannot
control the direction of the
wind too easily.
• Finally, there are ”professional” wind machines.
They are simply huge,
powerful fans. The one
big drawback to them is
the price. They start at
well over $1,000 and go
up to over $10,000.

Anyone wanna go halfsies?

cardboard or dryer.
• An electric fan is a convenient way of creating a con-
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Warp Tool Abstracts

the size and/or position of
and apply all desired comyour imported image.
mands to it.
by Ruth Formanek
7.
5B. (You may also go to
Cancel instead of Save. You
Layers > Duplicate, Concan now repeat the process
[The following article was a
trol-Command, Edit >
as in 5 and 6 above, that is,
demonstration given by Ruth at a
Transform > Warp. You
you can import another
Club workshop night. These indon’t need to import your
duplicate and warp it and
structions may also be found on
duplicate then.)
combine it with your new
the Club website.]
6. Now you can WARP it: Edit
image. You can repeat that
> Transform > Warp. You
step as often as you like.
Using the Warp Tool
will see more points around
Make sure you Flatten the
your image. You can pull
image, however, or you’ll
1. Choose a relatively highthe points outwards or inhave too big a file.
resolution (300 dpi or more)
wards, around a circle, etc.
image, not too contrasty,
Play with this feature until [Note: If Photoshop doesn’t follow
but with texture. Examples:
you get a sense of what
your instructions, go to File >
textured cloth, window
your actions will result in.
Close > Don’t Crop, or go to
shades, wraps used around
You can also pull parts of
Layers > Flatten, then return to
construction sites.
your image without paying your instructions.]
2. Save image to desktop and
attention to points. Once
make a duplicate. Layers >
you like a transformation,
Using the Puppet Warp Tool
Flatten.
you can make it permanent
3. Open one image in Photo1. Save your image. Go to
by going to File > Close. A
shop and create space
Dialog Box will ask
Layers > Duplicate Layaround it: Image > Canvas
whether you want to ‘Place’
ers > Background Layer.
Size. The Dialog Box asks
your image. Click Place. Or
Then Edit > Puppet Warp
for dimensions. Multiply
2.
click Don’t Place’ and start
Mesh will appear. Click
pixels of either width or
all over again. Or click
the corners of your image
height by 3 to 6 times, and
Save. Flatten it. You can
to anchor it on the page.
choose background (white
now treat your warped imor black, or whatever you
age like any other image
like).
4. You should now see your
image with space around it.
Move sliders on side and
bottom in order to center
the image. Flatten. Save
5. 5A. Import your duplicate
image from the Desktop.
You will see some points
around the image that indicate you can make changes.
If you don’t see points, go
Before
After
to Edit > Free Transform,
and increase or decrease
all images © Ruth Formanek
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Click points where you
want to move portions of
the image. Play with it to
get a sense of how the
Puppet Warp tool works.
Once you like what you’ve
done, proceed as above, i.e.
File > Close > Apply, then
either Save or Cancel.
Al ways Flatten.
Comments or questions? My email is <ruth23form@rcn.com>

Story-Telling Shot List

Before

They make the story much
more interesting.

To tell an effective story, be
sure to take these kinds of
shots…

After

4 Signature Shot—This kind
of images summarizes the
scene or situation and captures the key elements of the
story in an exciting moment.

1 The Lead Photo—Similar
to the first few sentences of
a news article. It should answer at least some of the
questions: Who? What?
Where? When?
3 Detail Shots—Rather
than just getting the overview, small details make the
story more interesting. Get
in close, closer, really close
to get all the smallest details.

2 Portraits—Photos of
people are real grabbers.
They personalize the story.

May 2017

5 Clincher Photo—This
shot, usually the final shot of
the story, should evoke the
emotion(s) you want to
draw from the viewers.

all images ©2017 Chuck Pine
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National Park Pass
One of
the best
deals for
photographers is
the National Park
Services (NPS)
annual or lifetime pass to all National Park
facilities in the U.S.
A pass is your ticket to
more than 2,000 federal recreation sites. Each pass covers
entrance fees at national parks
and national wildlife refuges
as well as at national forests
and grasslands, and at lands
managed by the Bureau of
Land Management, Bureau of
Reclamation, and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. A
pass covers fees for a driver
and all passengers in a personal vehicle.
The America the Beautiful
pass costs $80 each year.
Want a better deal? If you
are a senior, age 62 and above,
you can get a lifetime Senior
Pass for only $10. But you’d
better hurry!
The NPS has announced a
cost increase to $80. No date
has been set—but it’s expected
by the end of 2017. Passes can
be purchased online (additional service fee of $10) or at any
of the facilities listed above
without any extra charges.
Thanks to Sorin Capota for
the heads up on this.
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Photo Cartoon-of-the-Month

A Judge’s P.O.V.

applies to freezing or blurring
by Chuck Pine in the image, the aperture as it
pertains to depth-of-field, the
colors in and the saturation of
As you may (or may not)
the image, etc.
know, I offer my services as a
Next, I look at the composicompetition judge to other
camera clubs. In this capacity I tion of the image. These are all
look for three basic elements of those rules we hear about (like
the rule of thirds, leading lines,
a photograph. This is what I
and the rest) and how they apbase my scoring and comply to the image—also how
ments on. I also try to follow
these same three aspects, in no and when to break these rules.
Finally, I look at the subject
particular order, when I take
matter of the image. Often, I
and process my own photos.
call this the Wow! factor or the
The first element is all the
story being communicated, or
technical stuff that goes into
the image. This is mainly about the interest of the image. Whatever you call it, it is probably
the exposure. But it also inthe most important part of any
cludes the shutter speed as it
image.
Now that you know a
judge’s (my) point of view, use
this information to examine
your own images and use
them to guide you to create
your best work.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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PhotoShopping

right until the noise disappears and becomes ”smooth.”
by Chuck Pine
How far? That’s up to you.
Try it several times, going
Dieting
back to view the full image—
type Command-0/Control-0
No, I’m not going to ask you
(that’s a zero, not an upperhow much you weigh. Nor if
case ”O”) and then trying
you belong to Weight Watchers
more or less reduction. You
or Jenny Craig. But I am going
can also play with the Lumito talk (or is that write?) about
nance Detail and Luminance
reducing,…reducing noise in
Can you see the lumps?
Contrast Sliders to see what
your image files, that is.
The grain? That’s what is
they do and if they improve
Even the best cameras,
known as digital noise!
the image.
those with the highest resoluTo reduce the noise, we’ll
If , when you first look at
tions and the sharpest lenses,
work in Camera RAW or
the magnified image, you see
have noise. It might be hardly
Adobe Lightroom.
small red, green, or blue noise
noticeable. But if it’s there, you
Open the image in either of
(dots) then you will want to
know the next judge will spot
the above programs. Click on
adjust the Color Slider as well.
it and lower your score.
the third panel from the left,
Ditto for the Color Detail and
So let’s see how we can rethe Detail Panel—the one that
the Color Smoothness Slidduce the noise, if not eliminate
looks like two mountains.
ers—play with ‘em.
it completely.
Here’s
an image
straight
from the
camera—
a RAW
file. It is
uncropped and
unmanipulated
in any
way.
Looks like I can work with it to
make a good photo, doesn’t it?
Let’s take another look at
this image. This time it is a
small section of the image
magnified to a 100% view in
Adobe Camera RAW. Quite a
difference, isn’t it?
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The bottom half of the
opened Detail Panel shows
where the Noise Reduction
takes place.

Move the the Luminence
Slider, the top slider, to the

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Continue with the rest of
your processing in Camera
RAW/Lightroom and then
in Photoshop, Elements, etc.
Do not forget that your last
step in processing any image
should be to add a bit of
sharpening. Many photographers use the Unsharp
Mask, Smart Sharpen, or
even the technique of High
Pass Sharpening to accomplish this.
[Note—there are always plugin programs to accomplish
noise reduction including
Topaz DeNoise 6, Noise
Ninja 1.2.6 (now discontinued, but still available), and Nik
Dfine 2.]
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Photo Shopping

The second kind of remote
by Chuck Pine shutter release is a wireless
remote. This can work via a
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, InfraRed, or
Best Friends
radio frequency (RF) signal.
Any way you go with a reWe all know that the best way
mote release—wired or wireto get a really sharp picture is
less—you’re eliminating any
to keep your camera from
direct contact with the camera
moving during the exposure.
and, therefore, not introducing
Fast shutter speeds and high
ISOs help you achieve this. So any movement.
Some cameras have the
do lenses and/or camera sensors with built-in image stabi- wireless technology built-in to
the body and all you have to
lization/vibration reduction/
do is push the button on the
optical stabilization/steady
remote. With others, you have
shot/etc. (each manufacturer
to buy the remote button plus
calls it something else).
But the best way to steady a a hot shoe-mounted receiver.
As for wired remotes, you
camera is to use,… ta da,… a
have to make sure the plug on
tripod! And the tripod’s best
friend (ergo, the title above) is the end of the wire is compatible with the port on the side of
a remote shutter release.
the camera—better to buy the
Why, I hear you cry? Because even if you have a rock- remote from the camera maker,
just to make sure.
solid $1,000 tripod, as soon as
you push down on the shutter
release button, you’re adding
vibration, aka movement, to
the entire camera/lens/tripod
system. That’s why!
How do you eliminate this
photographer-introduced vibration? The only way is not to
touch any part of the system in
the first place.
And, how do you accomplish this feat? Through the
use of a remote shutter release
device, that’s how.
There are basically two
types of remote shutter releases. The first, the cable release,
The price range for these
is physically attached to the
remote shutter releases is anycamera via a cable release port.
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where from under $10 to well
over $400. Caveat emptor!
Of course, if you don’t
want to buy any more equipment that you might only use
once or twice in your life, there
is a workaround. Most digital
cameras have a self timer function. You know, so you can
push the button and then run
around to get into the picture,
too. Instead of a remote, just
set the timer to at least five
seconds, push the shutter release button on the camera,
and wait. In the time that it
takes for the timer to tick down
and go ”click,” all the vibration
will be dissipated from the
camera/lens/tripod system.
Voila! A really sharp image.

Disclaimer
I do not, nor does anyone else
in the Club, make a profit
from the sales of these items.
Chuck
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Weird Photo Sites
There are many places around
the world that will make you
believe that you are on another
planet. Here are a few of them
you might like to photograph.
Is your passport up to date?

Socotra Island
Yemen

Chocolate Hills
Bohol, Philippines

Rio Tinto
Spain

Perito Moreno Glacier
Patagonia, Argentine

Spotted Lake
British Columbia

Salt Flats
Lago Minchin, Bolivia

Simpson Desert
Australia

Giant’s Causeway
Northern Ireland
Zhangjiajie National Forest
China
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B & H Event Space
B&H Photo offers free workshops. Here are a few of this
month’s offerings:

Wednesday, May 24
Portrait Lighting Techniques
Speaker: Jim Schmelzer

Monday, May 8
Better Composition
Speaker: David Brommer

Wednesday, May 24
Headshots
Speaker: Eric Stoner
Wednesday, May 10
Matting and Mounting
Speaker: Brian Buell

Wednesday, May 17
Travel Photography
Speaker: Nick Rains
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Check out the B&H website at
<www.bhphoto.com> for all
the details as well as a complete list of additional presentations, and to register for the
course(s) of your choice. Please
note, they do accept walk-ins
for events that have not
reached capacity. The B&H
Event Space is located on the
second floor of their SuperStore, at 420 9th Avenue.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

NECCC Photo
The New England Camera
Club Council’s 72nd annual
Photography Conference is
scheduled to take place on the
campus of the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst
during weekend of July 14th
thru the 16th.
Guest presenters will include Charles Needle, Jack
Reznicki, Roman Kurywczak,
Tim Grey, Bob Krist, Essdras
Suarez, and many other recognizable names.
The featured keynote
speaker is Bryan F. Peterson.
He is a contributing editor at
Popular Photography (now defunct) and Outdoor Photographer
magazine. He is also the
founder of the world’s number
one on-line school: Bryan Peterson’s School of Photography
at <www.bpsop.com>
There will be plenty of
workshops and learning sessions including model shoots,
live animal shoots, photo contests, and tons more. There is
an area set aside for the many
vendors who will be in attendance. And, don’t forget the
BIG ice cream social hour!
For all registration information, go to the NECCC website
at <www.neccc.org>
We usually have a group of
members going up each year.
Ask around at meetings. There
is also bus transportation right
to the campus.
Happy shooting!
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Riding the Rails
Traveling by train is a tried
and true method of transportation. It has been for thus for
over 200 years. Trains offer a
relaxed, comfortable journey
through some of the most
beautiful, most photogenic
places on earth. Here are a few
you might want to book…
Grand Canyon Railway,
Arizona

Napa Valley Wine Train,
California

Denali Star,
Alaska

May 2017

Durango & Silverton Narrow
Gauge Railroad,
Colorado

I want you…

Bergen Railway,
Norway

The editor of Photo Notes, Park
West Camera Club’s awardwinning monthly newsletter,
wants you to submit images
for the Portfolio Page. Please email six to eight photos to
<bohpin@aol.com>
Image files should be prepared as for a Club competiCass Scenic Railroad,
tion (72 ppi, maximum horiWest Virginia
zontal dimension of 1,400 pixels and maximum vertical dimension of 1050 pixels).
All images should be part
of a concise theme—held together by subject matter, processing style, or whatever. A
short, one-paragraph explanation may be included.
All rights are retained by
Arkansas & Missouri Railroad,
the member—no small print,
Arkansas
no double talk.
Photo Notes reserves the
right to select the images to be
published from those submitted. All submitted portfolios
will be published—one per issue of the newsletter (not necessarily in the same month as
submitted). Join the fun,…
participate!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Schedule of Activities
The Park West Camera Club
meets every Monday night
(with some exceptions for holidays and a curtailed summer
schedule). Please join us at a
meeting or on one of our other
scheduled activities.
All Club Monday night
meetings take place at the Soho
Photo Gallery located at 15
White Street, between West
Broadway and Church Street/
Avenue of the Americas (6th
Avenue) unless indicated otherwise in the listings below.
Following the schedule of activities are detailed directions
to each of our meeting sites.
Check the PWCC Website
<parkwestcameraclub.org>
for late-breaking details on all
meetings and other Park West
Camera Club activities.
Meetings begin at 7 p.m.
sharp unless otherwise indicated below.
An asterisk (*) preceding
the date indicates an official
PWCC activity. Other listings
included below are: Photo
Events which may be of interest to photographers; and Photo Ops which offer opportunities to take pictures.

As a neighborhood,
the Lower East Side
is a mixed bag.
There are tenements
remaining from the
late 19th century
and there are modern buildings that
defy explanation.
* Monday, May 8
There are people from every
Private Reception
walk of life and every culture.
PWCC Exhibit
We will wander through the
The Club is holding a private
streets of this historic area
reception tonight to celebrate
seeking out many of the garour 80th Anniversary Exhibidens which span the entire histion at Soho Photo Gallery. The
tory of the City. We will meet
show includes prints and docon the southeast corner of 2nd
uments from the Club’s hisAvenue and East 8th Street/
toric past. It also includes a
Saint Marks Place at 1 p.m. The
digital slide show of current
closest subway stops are 1st
members’ images. The exhibit
and 3rd Avenue stations on the
is on display on the upper lev‘L’ train, the 2nd Avenue stael of the gallery. Please invite
tion on the ‘F’ train, the 8th
your family and friends to
Street-NYU station on the ’N’
share in this celebration.
and ‘R’ lines, and the Astor
Place station on the ‘6’ train.
The eastbound M8 bus stops
on the corner. Sign up at any
Club meeting or by contacting
the trip’s leader: Susan Sigrist,
at 212-758-0036 (Note—this is
not a cell phone).
* Monday, May 15
Guest Speaker—
Robert Kalman
* Saturday, May 13
Field Trip—Gardens and
Streets of the Lower East Side
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Tonight’s guest photographer
is Robert Kalman. Robert is a
freelance editorial photographer who was born in New
York City and is currently
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session. The workshop leader
is professional fine art photographer and ICP printing instructor, Nancy Sirkis.

© Robert Kalman
living in Brewster, NY. He is a
member of the Soho Photo
Gallery. Robert has exhibited
widely across the country and
has been published in Politico
Magazine and F-Stop Magazine,
among others. To learn more
about Robert and his images,
go to his website located at
<www.robertkalmanweb.com>
The curtain raiser for tonight is
long-time PWCC member,
former Club recording secretary, and former editor of our
newsletter, Bill Apple.
* Wednesday, May 17
Print Workshop
All Club members are invited
to bring a dozen or so prints
for this Club event. The prints
may be finished images, work
prints,or whatever. Bring them
for an honest, but gentle, critique of your work. This workshop has limited space. You
must sign up in advance with
Elsa Blum at 516-621-3215 or
<elsablum1@gmail.com> to
get the address for this 7 p.m.
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© Nancy Sirkis

Fri—Sun, May 19—21
Photo Op—Ukrainian Festival
New York City’s Festival of
Ukrainian culture, music,
dance, and cuisine was established in 1976. Organized by
the Saint George Ukrainian
Catholic Church, it is held annually on the third weekend of
May. The three-day program
includes traditional Ukrainian
stage performances, traditional
food, merchandise, and family
activities. All this takes place
on East 7th Street between 2nd
and 3rd Avenues.

* Thursday, May 18
Expanding Visions 23
Tonight, the first session of the
all new Expanding Visions 23
class, is the introductory session in which we discuss: the
equipment required; the assignments for the field trips
(all of which fit into the heading of Hand Held) and the term
project; plus the destinations,
meeting places, times, etc. This
session is scheduled to begin at
7 p.m. and will take place at
the Soho Photo Gallery. More
information about the class can
be found on pages 7 to 9 in this
issue of Photo Notes.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

* Saturday, May 20
Field Trip—Gallery Hop
This afternoon, we’ll be hopping from gallery to gallery in
the Chelsea section of Manhattan. There are literally 100s of
galleries in the area, many of
which are chock full of photography. We’ll research the current shows and select the best
ones to visit. There’s also plenty to shoot on the streets, so
don’t forget to bring your camera along for the ride. We will
meet in front of the Dallas BBQ
restaurant, 8th Avenue and
West 23rd Street, northwest
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friendly children’s
games and entertainment. The action runs
from 42nd to 57th
Streets, from midmorning into the early
evening.
corner, at 1 p.m. Sign up at any
Club meeting or by contacting Sunday, May 21
Photo Op—Norwegian
the trip’s leader: Rita Russo, at
American Parade
<ritarusso23@gmail,com> or
917-697-9664.
The Norwegian American Parade celebrates the 17th of May
signing of the Norwegian Constitution in 1814, and the nation’s freedom from Sweden.
Among Norwegians, the day is
referred to simply as syttende
mai (literally ”seventeenth
May"), Nasjonaldagen (The National Day) or Grunnlovsdagen
(The Constitution Day). Any
way you say it, the parade is
filled with fun, food, great
Sat—Sun, May 20—21
costumes, and all the rest. The
Photo Op—Food Festival
parade kicks off at 1:30 p.m. in
The Ninth Avenue InBay Ridge, Brooklyn. It steps
ternational Food Festival
off from 80th Street and Third
blends world cuisines, culAvenue, rain or shine, and
tures, and art in one of the
proceeds along Third Avenue,
country’s most diverse neighturns right at 69th street/Bay
borhoods — Hell’s Kitchen.
Ridge Avenue up to Fifth AvThe Festival is New York’s
enue, makes a left onto Fifth
oldest and largest running
Avenue, marching along Fifth
food event. It draws over one
Avenue to 67 Street, makes a
quarter million visitors over
right on 67 Street and marches
the course of the weekend.
From open to close, visitors
can browse the offerings of 15
city blocks of gourmet food
and beverages. Asian to Cajun,
and everything edible, along
with fine art and crafts and an
entire city block of family
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along the park up to the reviewing stand between 6th and
7th Avenues.
* Monday, May 22
Business Meeting #4
During our fourth and final
business meeting of the year,
we’ll have lots to discuss and
decide about the running of
the Club. On the agenda: the
election of next year’s Club officers will be held; the budget
for our 2017-18 fiscal year will
be decided; and business left
over from the previous business meeting. We will continue
planning for the Otto Litzel
Memorial Dinner, the Year-End
Competition, and the summer
schedule. We’ll cap it all off
with refreshments and some
socializing.

Wednesday, May 24
Photo Event—Sierra Photo
The New York City Sierra
Club’s Photography Committee is holding its meeting
tonight. The program for this
evening is a presentation by
freelance photographer Bob
Krist. Bob works regularly on
assignment for magazines
such as National Geographic
Traveler, Smithsonian, and Islands. These assignments have
taken him to all seven conti-
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ceed through the revolving
textured
doors into the lobby to get the glass or
elevator to the 6th floor.
plastic,
or other
Wed—Tue, May 24—30
transluPhoto Op—Fleet Week
cent materials,
Hosted nearly every year
to hold
since 1984, Fleet Week New
© Bob Krist
York is the City’s celebration of between
your
nents and have won awards in the sea services. This annual
event also provides an oppor- camera
the Pictures of the Year, Comand
tunity for the citizens of the
munication Arts, and World
your subject. Tonight’s destinaPress Photo competitions. Dur- Big Apple and the surrounding
tion is Madison Square Park.
area to meet Sailors, Marines,
ing his work, he has been
We’ll meet on Broadway at
stranded on a glacier in Ice23rd Street at 6:30 p.m.
land, nearly run down by
charging bulls in southern India, and knighted with a cutlass during a Trinidad voodoo
ceremony. He won the title of
“Travel Photographer of the
Year” from the Society of
* Fri—Mon, May 26—29
American Travel Writers in
and Coast Guardsmen, as well
Weekend Field Trip—
1994, 2007, and 2008. In 2000
as witness first hand the latest
Longwood Gardens and
his work was honored at the
capabilities of today’s Navy,
Brandywine Valley
Eisenstaedt Awards for MagaMarine Corps, and Coast
zine Photography in New York
This weekend the Club will be
Guard. Fleet Week includes
City. Check out Bob’s website
dozens of military demonstra- heading down to southeastern
<www.bobkrist.com> for more
tions and displays throughout Pennsylvania and northern
info and to see his images. The
the week, as well as public vis- Delaware for a weekend of fun
meeting, open to the general
its onto many of the participat- and photography. We’ll visit
public, begins at 6:30 p.m. A $7
several of the Dupont maning ships. Plus, there are all
donation is requested. The
sions including Winterthur and
those uniforms flooding the
meeting is held at the MetCity streets. What a photo op! Hagley. We’ll visit Longwood
ropolitan Opera Guild, on the
Gardens during the morning
6th floor of the Rose Building
and return at night for their
* Thursday, May 25
at Lincoln Center. The address
Fireworks and Fountains show.
Expanding Visions 23
is 70 Lincoln Center Plaza, loWe’ll also have opportunities
cated on the north side of West Tonight, the second session of to visit the Brandywine River
65th Street, between Broadway Expanding Visions 23 class is
Museum, Brandywine Battleand Amsterdam Avenue, closer the first assignment/field trip. field Park, the City of Wilmingto Amsterdam. From the street, Tonight’s assignment is What
ton, Delaware, an old grist
take the stairs, elevator, or esComes Between Us where you
mill, and so much more. To top
calator up one level and prowill bring with you pieces of
it all off, we will have optional
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early morning hot air balloon
rides over the landscape. See
all the details on page 6 of this
issue of Photo Notes.

Monday, May 29
next week’s Year-End competiPhoto Op—Memorial Parades tion. See page 7 of this issue of
Memorial Day isn’t just an ex- Photo Notes for information on
cuse for springtime sales and a the Year-End Competition.

three-day weekend—it is, first
and foremost, a time to honor
those citizens who’ve served
the United States in times of
war. The City honors its fallen
heroes with parades all over
the five boroughs. The Little
Neck–Douglaston parade in
Queens is reputedly the
largest. You can also follow
Sat—Mon, May 27—29
Brooklyn’s Memorial Day PaPhoto Op—Outdoor Art
rade (147 years old!), which
begins at 87th Street and Third
The Washington Square OutAvenue. In Manhattan, head
door Art Exhibit is a now 87
years old. The event showcases uptown for a smaller parade in
Inwood, which begins at Dyfine artists and craftspeople
ckman Street and Broadway.
from around the New York
Check <www.nyc.gov/events>
metropolitan area, the nation,
and the world. Attendees come for a full list of happenings
from all over and are a cosmopolitan mix, including art
lovers, tourists, faculty and
students from the area’s many
schools, and professionals such
as interior designers. This is a
sidewalk show, not a street fair,
and has its venue on University Place, starting at East 13th
* Monday, May 29
Street and continuing south
No Meeting
along the east side of WashingToday is Memorial Day. There
ton Square Park to West 3rd
Street. The southern end of the will be no Club meeting this
evening. Go out and enjoy
show encompasses Schwartz
some parades and other holiPlaza, (aka Bobkin Lane), beday celebrations.
tween NYU's Shimkin Hall
and Bobst Library. The exhibit
* Monday, May 29
continues next weekend.
Competition Entry Deadline
Check <www.wsoae.org> for
more detailed information.
Please note that PDI entries are
due tonight, by midnight, for
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* Thursday, June 1
Expanding Visions 23
Tonight is the second assignment/field trip of the Expanding Visions 23 class. Tonight’s
assignment is Adventures of Alice where you will bring with
you a looking glass/handheld mirror in which you
will photograph reflections
of your subjects. Tonight’s
destination is Lincoln Center.
We’ll meet on 64th Street Between Broadway and
Columbus Avenue (at the
Movado clock in Dante Park)
at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday, June 3 & 4
Photo Op—American Crafts
The American Crafts Festival
at Lincoln Center takes place
this weekend (and next weekend as well). There will be almost 400 juried crafts displays
selected from every region of
the United States. There will
also be continuous entertain-
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of this issue of Photo Notes for
brief bios of our judges.

ment and crafts demonstrations. Food is available. Admission is free. Please, be sure
© Rivka Katvan
to ask permission before photographing someone else’s creative Tuesday, June 6
Photo Event—
Soho Photo Opening

efforts.
* Monday, June 5
Year-End Competition
Tonight is the big event of the
year, the one we’ve all been
building up to—the PWCC
Year-End Competition. See the
article, “Year-End
Competition,” on page 7 of this
issue of Photo Notes for more
info. Remember, PDI entries
must be submitted by Monday
night, May 29th, Memorial
Day, at midnight; print entries
must be submitted tonight by
6:45 p.m. so that we may get
under way at 7 p.m. sharp. The
three judges for tonight are
Meryl Meisler, Marilyn Stern,
and David Chalk. See page ??
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Soho Photo Gallery is proud to
present several exhibits for the
month of June. Among the exhibits will be images by Rivka
and Moishe Katvan, both of
whom have presented their
work at Park West in the past.
Winners of the 2017 Portfolio
Competition will also be on
display. This show will run until July 1at. The gallery is open
Wednesday through Sunday,
from 1 to 6 p.m., by appointment. For more info on this
and other exhibits, go to the
Soho Photo Gallery website at
<www.sohophoto.com>
Wednesday, June 7
Photo Event—
PWP Monthly Meeting
Professional Women Photographers is a group of women
photographers who network
and share their images and experiences. The program for
tonight’s meeting is the PWP
End-of-Year Celebration a pre-
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sentation of members’ images.
Meetings are held at the Metropolitan Opera Guild, in the
Samuel B. & David Rose Building, 70 Lincoln Center Plaza
(65th Street just east of Amsterdam Avenue). The doors
open at 6 p.m. and the meeting
begins at 6:30 p.m. There is a
$10 fee for non-members.

* Thursday, June 8
Expanding Visions 23
Tonight is the first review session of the Expanding Visions
23 class. We will look at images
from the first two assignments/field trips plus images
from the term project, Where
there’s smoke.… We’ll meet at
the home of our instructor,
Chuck Pine at 7 p.m. The address is 680 West End Avenue,
apartment 5D. Directions may
be found at the end of the
Schedule of Events on page ??
of this issue of Photo Notes.
You may arrive at 6:30 p.m. (no
earlier, please) so your images
may be loaded into the computer. If there are too many attendees for this session, an earlier session will begin at 4:30
p.m. (you may arrive at 4 p.m.,
no earlier, please). See the Class
Notes for instructions on how
to prepare and bring your images for the review session.
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Fri & Sat, June 9 & 10
Photo Op—Red Hook Festival

* Friday, June 9
Field Trip—Croton Gorge Park
Croton Gorge Park, in Cortlandt, New York, is owned and
operated by Westchester County. It consists of 97 acres at the
base of New Croton Dam. The
park is a popular venue for
fishing, picnicking, hiking, and
cross country skiing. The Old
Croton Trail begins in the park,
which also includes a baseball
field and an impressive fountain occasionally operated with
high pressure water from the
reservoir. The New Croton
Dam is also known as Cornell
Dam. At the time of its completion, it was the tallest dam in
the world. The dam has an unusual spillway, part artificial
and part natural, which forms
a beautiful waterfall on the
north side of the structure.
We’ll meet mat the Information
Booth in Grand Central Terminal at 10 a.m. (to catch the
10:43 a.m. train). Wear comfortable shoes; bring snacks
and water. After the trip we’ll
stop at a local restaurant for a
meal and refreshments. Sign
up at any Club meeting or by
contacting the trip’s leader: or
Marty Smith at 347-703-3905
<martysmith875@gmail.com>
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This free multi-block party
makes music and dance its
main focus, but community
workshops, face painting, and
games for the entire family are
all part of this year’s mix.
Food, too. Plus some great
photo ops. It all takes place
from 5:30p.m. on Friday to 7
p.m. on Saturday at Louis J.
Valentino, Jr. Park & Pier in,
where else, Red Hook, Brooklyn. For those driving, it’s located at the intersection of Caffrey and Ferris Streets. By public transportation, take the A,
C, or F subway to the Jay
Street-Metro Tech station or the
2 or 3 train to the Hoyt Street
station. Go upstairs and walk a
few blocks to the intersection
of Fulton and Smith Streets
(ask for directions) to take the
B61 bus to the park (ask the
driver where to get off). Enjoy!

Saturday, June 10
Photo Op—Belmont Stakes
The 149th Belmont Stakes, the
third (and oldest) jewel of
thoroughbred racing’s Triple
Crown, will be held today at
Belmont Park in Elmont, Long
Island, just over the border
from Queens. Will the Triple
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Crown be up for grabs? Will it
be a close race or a runaway
victory? Come on down to find
out. There are plenty of photo
opportunities in the park before, during, and after the big
race. Take the F train to 169th
street or 179th street then take
the N6 or the Q2 bus to Belmont or take the E train to Jamaica Center (Parsons Blvd.)
and then take the Q110 bus to
Belmont. Tickets start at about
$20 and go up from there
(some of them, way up). Your
best bet is to buy them on-line,
as soon as possible.

Sunday, June 11
Photo Op—Riverdale Riverfest
Celebrate the Hudson River in
all its glory at an afternoon of
good times for the whole community. Live performances, a
pet adoption center, and boat
rides are just a few of the cool
offerings! Great photo ops, too!
It all takes place at the College
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of Mount Saint Vincent from 10 day; the street procession fola.m. to 6 p.m. The college is
lows the 6 p.m. mass.
located in The Bronx, adjacent
to the Yonkers border. (It is the
northernmost location in New
York City.) The address is 6301
Riverdale Avenue. By public
transportation, take the 1 train
north to the 231st Street station
and transfer to the Bx7 bus,
north, to the college.
Sat & Sun, June 10 & 11
Photo Op—American Crafts

Some of the galleries we might
hop into include: Bonni Benrubi Gallery; Howard Greenberg Gallery; Pace/MacGill;
and many others. Sign up at
any Club meeting or by contacting the trip’s leader: Rita
Russo, at 917-697-9664 or
<ritarusso23@gmail,com>

Tuesday, June 13
Photo Op—Museum Mile Fest

Seven of the city’s museums
The American Crafts Festival
along Fifth Avenue, from 82nd
at Lincoln Center takes place
to 105th Streets, will open their
again this weekend. See the
doors for three hours (6 p.m. to
listing for Saturday & Sunday, 9 p.m.) for New Yorkers to get
* Thursday, June 15
June 3 & 4 for the details.
cultured without spending a
Expanding Visions 23
Please, be sure to ask permission
dime. There also will be plenty
before photographing someone
to shoot along motor trafficTonight is the third assignelse’s creative efforts.
free 5th Avenue.
ment/field trip of the Expanding Visions 23 class. Tonight’s
assignment is Up, Up, and
Away where you will bring
with you one or more balloons
and include it/them in your
photographs. Tonight’s destination is Washington Square
Park. We’ll meet on the corner
of MacDougal and West 4th
Tuesday, June 13
Streets at 6:30 p.m.
* Wednesday, June 14
Photo Op—
Field Trip—Wave Hill and
Feast of St. Anthony
Saturday, June 17
Riverdale
The Annual Feast of St. AnthoPhoto Op—Mermaid Parade
ny of Padua is presented by
This afternoon, we’ll be hopOutrageous! That’s the word
the Franciscan Friars of the
ping from gallery to gallery in
that comes to mind when anyShrine Church of St. Anthony
midtown Manhattan. Be sure
one mentions the Mermaid Paof Padua is held today in
to bundle up and dress for the
rade. This annual Coney Island
Greenwich Village. There will
occasion (it’s bound to be cold
event is celebrating its 32nd
be a street procession and plen- and windy, so be prepared).
Anniversary. Although the paty to eat. All this takes place on We’ll meet in front of the Fuller
rade through the streets and on
Sullivan Street at West HousBuilding, 41 East 57th Street, at
the boardwalk begins at 1 p.m.,
ton Street. The feast runs all
Madison Avenue, at 1 p.m.
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you’ll find better photo ops by
getting there around 11 a.m.,
purchasing a press pass for
$10, and shooting in the staging areas. You’ll be able to
mingle with the participants as
they prepare their floats, don
their scanty and/or intricate
costumes, and drench each
other with full body paints of
every color and description.
You’ll also be able to shoot the
parade of antique cars, among
many other oddities of the
area. The staging areas this
year are along Surf Avenue,
west of MCU Stadium, on 20th
and 21st Streets. Take the D, F,
N, or Q train to the Coney Island/Stillwell Avenue station.
If you thought the Village Halloween Parade was great, you
ain’t seen nothin’ yet—and this
is all in the daylight!

seum, located on Eldridge
Street just two blocks south of
Canal Street. The festivities begin at noon and run through 4
p.m. Lots of fun, including
klezmer, cantorial, Chinese
opera, Puerto Rican folk music,
Hebrew and Chinese scribal
arts, yarmulke making, Puerto
Rican mask and lace making,
mah jongg, and other types of
arts and crafts. Kosher egg
rolls, egg creams, and empanadas will be sold.

images using a shutter speed
of one second. Tonight’s destination is Coney Island. We’ll
meet at Nathan’s Famous, at
the picnic tables, diagonally
across the street from the subway station exit at Stillwell and
Surf Avenues, at 6:30 p.m. If
you’d like a hot dog, some
fries, or whatever, please arrive
around 6 p.m.
Sunday, June 25
Photo Op—Pride Parade

The first Gay Pride March (aka
Parade) was held in 1970 and
has since become an annual
civil rights demonstration.
Over the years its purpose has
broadened to include recognition of the fight against AIDS
and to remember those lost to
illness, violence, and neglect.
The march is a celebration of
the LGBTQ community. In
* Monday, June 19
2016, there were over 325
No Meeting Tonight
unique marching contingents,
representing a vast array of
There will be no meeting
non-profits, community orgatonight as we begin our summer schedule of meeting every nizations, corporate sponsors,
small businesses, political canother week.
didates, and activists. With
over 55 floats making the trek
* Thursday, June 22
down 5th Avenue, last year’s
Expanding Visions 23
march was one of
Tonight is the fourth
the largest and
assignment/field
most exciting in
Sunday, June 18
trip of the Expandhistory. This year’s
Photo Op—Egg Rolls, Egg
ing Visions 23 class.
is supposed to top
Creams and Empanadas
Tonight’s assignit! (always a good
This free multicultural fest that ment is Slow down,
spot to get interestcelebrates Jewish, Chinese, and you move too fast…
ing photos) is at
Puerto Rican cultures is being
where you will
5th Avenue and
held at the Eldridge Street Mu- shoot all of your
36th Street. The
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* Thursday, June 29
Expanding Visions 23

Directions to Soho Photo

at 15 White Street, between
Avenue of the Americas and
Tonight is the second and
final review session of the West Broadway. Take the #1
train to the Franklin Street staExpanding Visions 23
tion (one stop below Canal
class. We will look at imStreet). Walk one block north
ages from the last two assignments/field trips plus on West Broadway to White
kick-off is at 12 noon (get there images from the term project,
street, make a right turn, and
earlier). The parade then heads Where there’s smoke.… We’ll
walk half a block to the gallery.
down 5th Avenue to 8th Street, meet at the home of our inTake the A, C, or E train to the
turns west, and ends up at
Canal Street station. Walk
structor, Chuck Pine at 7 p.m.
Greenwich and Christopher
south on Church Street/Sixth
The address is 680 West End
Streets, in front of Stonewall
Avenue, apartment 5D. Direc- Avenue three blocks to White
(where it all started).
tions may be found at the end Street, make a right turn, and
walk half a block to the gallery.
of the Schedule of Events on
Although a longer walk, take
page ?? of this issue of Photo
any other train to Canal Street,
Notes. You may arrive at 6:30
p.m. (no earlier, please) so your walk west to Church Street,
images may be loaded into the and follow the directions immediately above. Street parkcomputer. If there are too
ing is available, but limited.
many attendees for this session, an earlier session will
Wednesday, June 28
begin at 4:30 p.m. (you may
Photo Event—Sierra Photo
arrive at 4 p.m., no earlier,
please). See the Class Notes for
The New York City Sierra
instructions on how to prepare
Club’s Photography Commitand bring your images.
tee is holding its meeting this
evening. The program for
Directions to the Pine’s
tonight is a member’s night in Printing Tip
at 680 West End Avenue at
which each participant can
Monitors have a contrast
93rd Street, Apartment 5D.
share up to eight projected digrange that exceeds what
Take the #1, 2, or 3, trains to
ital images of nature, wildlife,
can be output by an inkjet
96th Street (exit at the south
landscapes, and seascapes, and
printer. Because of the reend of the station) or the M7,
the like, brought on a thumb/
duced contrast range of
M11, or M104 bus to 93rd/94th
flash/jump drive. Images
matte paper, shadow areas
Streets. From the train or bus,
should be sized at 72 ppi and
of images often loose dewalk the few steps to 93rd
1,920 pixels on the longest side.
tail. Having a custom ICC
Street, make a right turn and
See the listing under May 24th
profile for a specific paper
head west to the apartment enfor additional information on
is important. These can be
trance on the corner of West
time, place, and cost.
downloaded from printer
End Avenue and 93rd Street.
manufacturers and paper
manufacturers.
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